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NINERS IN CALIFORNIA’S GOLD RUSH OF 1849.

Figuring out how to effectively scale a
software business is often best reflected
by taking a walk through the graveyard of
failed attempts of companies similar to
yours. Those big ideas and the software
solutions that vendors attempted to
bring to the market have just as much of
an impact on scale as the steps of their
leaders that these failed companies took
or didn’t take to execute their vision.
Businesses can no longer survive
with their software operating in a silo.
They need their business systems to
communicate with other platforms
across the enterprise so it can deliver
meaningful insights and data to a
variety of stakeholders.

Scalability is the key to the financial
success and long-term viability of any
software organization. Here’s why: you
incur heavy upfront investment costs
as you formulate and develop your
initial solution. Then, in theory, you
replicate that product over and over
again with high margins and without
hiring huge teams. But actually delivering
on the promise of finding gold through
scalability is what separates the strong
from the weak. Leveraging the 80/20 rule
of efficiency is absolutely critical.
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“The cowards dared not risk the long voyage—and the weak
died on the way.” JOAQUIN MILLER (1837-1913) REFLECTING ON THE FORTY-
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Who is on your team?
How efficiently does the
company operate?
Why are deals lost or won?
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What functions should
be sourced outside of
the organization?

How likely is it that your
customers will recommend
your solution?

Incredible profits, going public, being acquired or
accomplishing world domination is the fuel that
keeps thousands of software industry executives
working as sleep-deprived maniacs.
And yet each and every year, thousands of these
software companies fail to grow or worse, fail
altogether. That’s why the answers to these
questions are so fundamental.
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To uncover blind spots,
take a hard look at
these five fundamental
questions:
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FIGURE 1: THE OUTSOURCING DECISION MATRIX

Considerations for the
Build or Buy Question

Jack-of-all-Trades,
Master of None

When considering whether to build, buy
or integrate technology that adds value,
consider these five things:

Know your core competencies and focus.
If you can outsource and gain leverage of
scale, do it. Don’t try to do everything inhouse. Outsource to experts and leverage
their expertise. Expertise is something
that is slow to grow or duplicate rapidly.

•

Are we the best to build it, and is this
our core competency?

•

Will it be distracting to our
core business?

•

How quickly do we need the solution,
and can we do it in that timeframe?

•

Is there a competitive advantage
to doing it in-house?

•

Are there people outside of the
company that can do it faster and for
less money?

For example, at Ryvit, we provide
development services with our iPaaS+™.
Now you can integrate to best of breed
complimentary applications faster,
easier, and smarter. We build the
integration and maintain it for you. Your
development team can stay laser focused
on the product roadmap. Once you join
the Ryvit economy community, you can
rapidly integrate with any other partner
on our platform. You and your customers
reap the value of intelligent integration
with our powerful business intelligence,
reporting, and predictive analytics.
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What functions should be sourced
outside of the organization?
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CONTRIBUTION TO OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

Ryvit is part of a 2-time, Inc. 5000 fastest
growing company. We wanted to share
some of our key HR tools with you to help
align values, culture, and performance to
your hiring and management process.

Listen to your employees
as you would listen to
your clients.

Create tangible and visible
values that align to your
goals as an organization.

Software tools allow for anonymous
feedback, allowing for the employees
to provide business-changing insights,
understanding of morale, and more.

Hire the best people your
money can buy.
Are you hiring and building a scalable
team? You need competent leaders that
are able to make decisions independently
and don’t require your involvement on
every project. Consider the intangibles
that are difficult to scale if not woven into
the company culture. Competencies like
resourcefulness, tenacity, passion, and
fortitude need to be uncovered in the
selection process.
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Integrate personality testing into your
hiring process to find the right talent
that not only brings value immediately,
but also fits in well with your culture
so you minimize turnover that puts an
immediate halt to scalability. The values
chart cited below and often tied to Jack
Welch, helps make the decision making
process easy for hiring and termination
of your teams.
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Who Is On Your Team

You need to gauge if the candidate has
what it takes to not only get the job done,
but is also excited about the scope of
work. Examples of these questions
could be:

"Give me an example
when tenacity pushed you
through multiple setbacks

“Tell me about how you
approached the problem,
how were you able to
persuade others inside or
outside of the organization
to realize results.”
Once these individuals are in place, do
what you can to foster their professional
growth. Investing in the talent you have
will save you time and money in the long
run. The skills they need to do the job and
the leadership skills they need to thrive
within your company are both important.
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Dig in and ask the right
questions.

to accomplish an objective
or milestone.”

VALUES (IN SUPPORT)

REWARD SUCCESS

AND COACHING

FIRE THEM FAST

LET THEM GO

VALUES (IN OPPOSITION)

NUMBERS (HITTING THEM)

NUMBERS (MISSING THEM)

INVEST IN TRAINING
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As you are scaling your teams, be sure
you are not just hiring technical skill sets
and certifications. You need to onboard
new hires with evident accomplishments
applying the values you desire to cultivate
for success.

How effectively does your
company operate?

Removing inefficiencies
should be at the top of
the priority list for your
company. Each step of a
workflow should directly
create value for your
customer. If they don’t,
they should be revised.
Go about these changes
in a systematic way. Are
there gaps between what
should happen on a daily
basis? What actually
happens on a daily basis?
Sustainable long-term
value can be added when
workflows are efficient.

Track the
Numbers

Taking out steps from
your workflow that are
duplicated, wastes time,
or creates delays will help
you manage your process.

Why are deals
won or lost?

Adaptability
Prepare to adapt to
rapidly changing market
factors. If your sales
doubled, would your
team be able to sustain
maximum service levels?
Build change into your
master plan. Often
lauded as the industry
where the only constant
is change, in the software
business, you have to
be agile. Be prepared
to make mistakes and
adjustments along the
way while in search of the
formula to your secret
sauce. If you can adapt

This is a chance to see if
what worked on paper
actually works for your
company. Truly test your
process. Collecting data
will reveal areas where
errors can be fixed.

Not every deal will be
won. This is a simple truth
all B2B companies deal
with. You could have a
solution that fits perfectly
for a prospect, and your
team could have given
an excellent presentation,
but you still lose out.
Situations like this can
leave you wondering why.

Value over Price
The competitor must
have offered a lower price.
This is the conclusion
companies often jump
to. However, price isn’t
always the issue. What
you get for the price is
what matters. Offer your
prospective clients easier,

faster, and smarter
solutions that add value
to their company.

Building
Relationships
This tried and true
method still works today.
Take the time to create
relationships with your
clients and become a
trusted advisor. Invest
your time to become a
company your prospective
clients want to work with.

Make it personal
Sell more than the
business value your
solution brings to the
table to the people you
sell to. The personal value
should be emphasized.
Efficiency, gratitude from
peers, or a promotion
for saving their company
money or making more
revenue– you’ll need to
figure out what you can
offer to the person making
the decision.
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and pivot on a dime
without incurring much
cost or pain, you will be
ahead of the pack and
beat the competition.
Along the same lines,
build a recurring budget
for unplanned expenses
into the annual budget to
stay on track financially.

Be different
Leverage the core
competency of your
team and bring in
complimentary
solutions to allow you
to be different, without
being distracted. If
you are perceived as
different, then your
solutions can’t be easily
pitted against others.
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Remove
Inefficiencies

Experience Intelligent
Integration
Ryvit was founded on one fundamental
observation: customers are demanding
an integrated application experience for
workflows and analysis. Coupled with
this imperative, software companies are
often failing to deliver because they lack
development resources that can rapidly
bring integration solutions to market.
Recognizing this gap led to the Ryvit
vision to create an internet platform as
a service, plus offer incredible predictive
analytics and bring development
expertise to do all the heavy lifting
for you.
To pull those pieces together, Ryvit’s
unique platform and partner program
was created. Ryvit iPaaS+ ™ is the
competitive edge you need to outsell
your competition. Give customers the
progressive software experience they
expect: to be able to enter, access,

report and analyze all of their data
across the business. Because this
kind of enterprise workflow fluidity
and transparency is not available with
any other solution, you will win and
retain more business.
Ryvit’s intelligent integration process
gives you exclusive access into our ever
growing economy of complimentary,
progressive, and leading software
vendors. Our professional integration
team of experts builds an integration
for you to connect our ecosystem of
existing partner applications or to any
other software package you need. Your
development team resources aren’t
drained and distracted learning another
vendor’s API and can remain focused on
delivering on your product road-map.
Upon completion of the integration,
every software vendor on the Ryvit
Platform can connect to your solution,
increasing your sales and marketing
reach exponentially overnight. We
empower companies to enter the Partner
Program without taking a financial hit to
the development budget. There’s no cash
outlay from you to use our integration
team. The cost of building the integration
is paid for through your team’s sales of
the integration itself.
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Are your clients enthusiastic about
your solution and likely to recommend
you? This tells a lot about the value your
company brings to the marketplace.
Understand the answer to this question
and you will be able to propel your
company forward.
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How likely are they to
recommend your solution?

1520 S. Vandeventer Ave
Saint Louis, MO 63110
Email: info@ryvit.com
Phone: +1 (855) 214-2844
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Contact Ryvit
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